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Abstract – Sensor Networks are impacted unfavorably by number of strikes focusing of the advantages used by the center points 
taking an enthusiasm as a piece of the correspondence. These framework centers are all things considered associated with 
organized helpful points including battery or imperativeness, power, log of neighboring centers, save and number of 
organizations. In a framework attack, the malicious center point or package tries to by the way or for record-breaking stop these 
parameters so that the true blue and sensible correspondence can be hurt. Such strikes were at that point associated with DDoS 
attacks which don't allow the true blue customer to get to the organizations. Different algorithmic courses of action strife with 
DDoS ambushes however there is less treatment to the Vampire Attacks which is more unsafe as it is incredibly troublesome for 
the legitimate customer to attest whether there is any strike on framework. Vampire Attack does not end any organization but 
instead it uses the battery life of center point rapidly which is not recognized by the framework center. In our proposed 
computation, unique and convincing estimation for zone based key time is considered and executed which makes usage of 
component key exchange light of the GPS Location. This technique makes the correspondence more secured and strong with the 
evading of vampire ambushes. 
Keywords - Vampire Attacks, Wireless Sensor Network Security, Reliable Communication, Energy Optimization in Wireless 
Sensor Network 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vampire attack refers to creating and transmission of data packets by malicious node that causes huge energy consumption by the 
network leading to slow depletion of node’s battery life [1] [2]. 
One of the important aspects of Vampire Attack is that it is protocol independent. It means the vampire attacks can work and 
damage of any type of network [3]. 
 

 
Figure 1 : Vampire Attack 
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FEATURES 
• Vampire attacks are not specific to any protocol or topology or port. 
• Vampire Attacks do not interrupt the services directly. It affects the resources using the services. 
• Vampires makes use of protocol compatible or compliant messages 
• Vampire Attacks transmit data that drain the energy level of nodes. 
• Vampires do not change or interrupt altering discovered paths or routes. 

 

ATTACK FEATURES DISADVANTAGES OF DEFENSES 

Sleep Deprivation 
Torture 

Prevents nodes from entering sleep cycle 
and depletes batteries faster 

It considers attacks only at the Medium 
Access Control(MAC) 

Resource Exhaustion Mentions resource exhaustion at MAC 
and transport layers 

Only offers rate limiting and elimination of 
insider adversaries 

Flood Attack Multiple request connections to server 
,run out of resources 

Punishes nodes that produce bursty traffic 
but may not send much data 

Reduction of Quality 
Attacks 

Produce long term degradation in 
networks 

Focus is only on transport layer and not on 
routing protocols. 

DoS Attacks Malefactor overwhelms honest nodes 
with large amounts of data 

Applicable only to traditional DoS, Doesn’t 
work with intelligent adversaries i.e. 
protocol compliant 

Wormhole attack & 
Directional Antenna 
attack 

Allows connection b/w two non 
neighboring malicious nodes : disrupt 
route discovery 

Packet Leashes: Solution comes at high cost 
and is not always applicable 

Minimal Energy 
Routing 

Increase the lifetime of power constrained 
networks using less energy to transmit 
and receive packets 

Vampire attacks increase energy usage even 
in minimal energy routing 

 
II. RELATED WORKS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are a few difficulties posture by the asset constraints in the remote sensor arranges because of the vulnerabilities that may 
happen because of element conduct of systems [4]. Because of some of equipment imperatives the calculation must be surrounded 
with the parameters like transfer speed, computational multifaceted nature and memory. Since the expense happened is high when 
we compare correspondence as far as force, it may not be a unimportant assignment. So vitality effective remote sensor systems 
must be given at most need [5]. The issue of security has gotten significant consideration via specialists in impromptu systems. 
Vulnerabilities in WSN could happen in light of specific measurements as per the qualities of element topology and absence of 
focal base station. There are a wide range of sorts of attacks that happen in remote impromptu sensor systems. There are 
preventive measures for these attacks in the MAC layer. A percentage of the strategies are depicted beneath:  
 
A. Path based attacks  
These attacks are basic in remote wireless sensor systems. They are normally alluded as way based DoS (Denial of Service) 
attacks. Restricted hash chains can keep these attacks by constraining the rate at which hubs transmit parcels. In any case, one-way 
hash chains can't be utilized for a wide range of way based attacks. Particular techniques are utilized to wipe out particular sorts of 
path based Attacks [6].  
 
B. Rushing attack  
Rushing attack happens in on-interest directing conventions like DSR, Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) 
where course disclosure is finished by sending REQUEST messages to the neighboring hubs. In hurrying attack, the pernicious 
hub sends the REQUEST message much speedier when contrasted with the real hub. This outcomes in wrong course disclosure 
and the bundle is not sent to the destination. To keep this attack trust situated secured AODV convention is utilized where a trust 
edge worth is consolidated on the making trouble hub and in view of the trust esteem, the acting up hub can be detached. Another 
strategy is to utilize Rushing Attack Prevention (RAP) convention [7].  
 
C. Wormhole attack  
In wormhole attack, the vindictive hub builds a passage (way) to the destination in such a path, to the point that all the bundles 
from the source are exchanged by means of the assailant which can change substance of the bundle before sending it to the 
destination. To keep this attack, parcel rope system is utilized. A chain is data added to the bundle inorder to confine the parcel's 
voyaging separation. A Packet rope is of two sorts: i) Geographical chain is in view of the separation and the position of the 
collector ii) Temporal rope is in light of the lifetime of the recipient [8].  
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D. Routing infrastructure attacks  
Routing infrastructure concentrates on insignificant vitality steering, which intends to utilize negligible vitality to transmit and get 
parcels and by utilizing insignificant vitality ways to transmit bundles. However utilizing such plans may lessen the system 
network and lifetime of the system. To dodge such issues, a vitality mindful directing convention, which uses sub- ideal ways, was 
presented. Numerous steering ways are available where the convention picks one taking into account probabilistic qualities. For 
this situation, each steering way is given an opportunity to exchange bundles along these lines improving the system lifetime. E. 
Asset exhaustion attacks Resource consumption attacks concentrate on lessening the amount of assets utilized by hubs like battery 
force, stockpiling, memory and so forth therefore diminishing the general limit of the system. There are numerous sorts of attacks 
like merry go round attack, stretch attack, directional receiving wire attack, and malevolent revelation attack. Numerous systems, 
for example, free source steering, secure conventions or checking the way for any circles can be utilized to counteract such 
attacks. Numerous plans proposed in the writing manage the detection and/or avoidance from asset weariness attack for the most 
part limited to different levels of convention stack eg., Medium Access Control layer(MAC) and application layer. A next to no 
examination is done on the asset depleting attack steering layer [9][10]. 
 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Initialize WSN[n] => Array of Sensor Nodes {n<reqdNodesRandom} 
Initialize LY[m] => Array of Layers {m<=3) 
Deploy nodes with Random Positions {PS[j] =>WSN[n]}=>L[m] 
Energy Vector[k] Initialization and Activation 
Activate Energy Vector[k], L[m] and WSN[n] for recursive operations and measurements. 
LGPS := Location Sensor Investigates the Location from Satellite 
Initialize l=random rounds () [Random Rounds Activated] 
for (v=0;v<=l;v++)  
Calculate MV[WSN[i][j]) Movement and Energy Vector 
End 
Generate the Dynamic Hash Key with LGPS and communication starts 
Measure Energy Vector of Each Node 
Update EV [Energy Vector] 
If EV<=Th (Threshold) 
Activate BS[i] => Base Stations 
Communication Vector (CV) =>STl[i] => Satellite 
KeyMatching Module 
If EV <Reqd Vector Then Recursive manner 
Generate Vectors of Energy Consumed, Energy Throughput and related parameters 
 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have simulated the following scenarios in MATLAB for implementation of Vampire Attacks avoidance using GPS sensor 
locators and timestamp based key generation. It is found in the results that the overall integrity and reliability is improved and 
battery power consumption is huge.  
 

Table 1 - Energy Consume in the Classical and Proposed Approach 
Number of Wireless 

Nodes 
Existing 

Approach 
Proposed 
Approach 

Simulation 
Iterations 

50 90 20 10 
50 96 18 20 
20 80 29 50 
20 100 27 50 
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Figure 5 : Comparison between and Classical and Proposed in terms of Energy / Battery Consumption 

 

 
Figure 6 : Comparison between and Secured Firewall Based and Existing Work in terms of Energy / Battery Consumption 

 

 
Figure 7 : Simulation Attempts in MATLAB for the Secured Firewall and Cost Factor Analysis 
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Figure 8 – BioGraph Implementation with MATLAB for the Connectivity of Sensor Nodes 

 
 
 

Simulation Attempt Cost Factor – Existing Approach Cost Factor – Proposed Approach 
1 190 120 
2 78 67 
3 100 80 
4 180 128 
5 178 139 
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Figure 9 – Cost Factor Analysis of the Existing and Proposed Approach 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

In the proposed work to stay away from and diminish the energy level assaults in the sensor networks, a compelling area based 
identifier is coordinated in the system that will create a dynamic key in light of the GPS area and current timestamp. The created 
hash key should be coordinated in the source and destination channel and it will lead the transmission. Utilizing this approach, the 
certified parcels might not be lost. The bundle misfortune is connected with the vindictive hub. In the reenactment situation, the 
general honesty and unwavering quality of the system is enhanced utilizing the proposed algorithmic methodology. 
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